


Recommended
gas and electrical
service location,

consult local code

B

10”"   (25.4 cm) to
combustible side 

wall min. both sides

1 1/2”"  (3.8 cm)
typical countertop

thickness

7 1/2"
(19cm)

36"  (91.4 cm)
typical

Mounting platform
1"   (2.5 cm) min.

thickness

Cabinet tolerances ±  1/16"  (±  1.6 mm) unless otherwise noted.

Cabinet/Countertop Dimensions - ISO View

1 Vertical to combustible surface from rangetop grate level;
if installing an overhead vent hood, also check the hood
specifications for minimum required clearances. 
2 See Cabinet/Countertop Dimensions - Top View
3 This specification not applicable for cabinets more
than a horizontal distance of 10"  (25.4 cm) from the

Rangetop
Model B C

36"  (91.4 cm) 36"  (91.4 cm)
42"  (106.7 cm)

48"  (121.9 cm) 48"  (121.9 cm)
54"  (137.2 cm)

* Minimum Mini          Rec

**

**

*

*

mum **See note 2

C

13"  (33.0 cm) 
max. 3

Top of
finished
counter

Grate
level

Grate
level

15"  (40.6 cm)
min. 1, 3

40"  (101.6 cm)
min.

1

Cutout for 
utility access



IMPORTANT:  Use only the downdraft vent models specified.

Non-combustible
rear wall, rear of 

mounting platform

10" (25.4 cm) min. 
to combustible wall 
above countertop, 

both sides

Cabinet face 
below countertop 

overhang

Increase countertop and overhang
additional 2 1/2" (6.4 cm) min. for 

combustible rear wall  above 
countertop

1/2" (1.3 cm) 
countertop overhang

1" (2.5 cm) thick mounting platform min.
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Counterop
overhang

1”  (2.5 cm) 
typical
1 7/10”  

(4.35 cm) 
max.

23.7"
 cm)(60.2

min.
cabinet
depth

B

Installed Rangetop - Side View Gas connection and power cord may be 
routed through bottom or back of chassis

Gas and electrical connections at 
right rear section of chassis

Cabinet
face

Installed control 
panel overhang 
1/7/10" (4.35 cm)

23.7" (60.2 cm)

Countertop

Mounting platform

Cabinet tolerances ± 1/16"  (± 1.6 mm) unless otherwise noted.


